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1. BACKGROUND
Industry/Government activities to date
Government and industry have been working together to develop a product stewardship solution for handheld
batteries less than 5 kg since 2013 through various government / industry committees, including initially the Battery
Industry Working Group, and more recently, since late 2015 the Battery Reference Group (BRG) and Implementation
Working Group (IWG).
Since late 2015, through to now there have been some important projects and decisions made, including:



Definition of Scope: The Environment Ministers in 2015 revised the scope of batteries to be covered from all
handheld batteries less than 5 kg to just rechargeable handheld batteries less than 5 kg as a result of initial
consultation with the battery industry.



Toowoomba Pilot: A two-month pilot was conducted in Toowoomba in 2016 to investigate the feasibility of
collecting handheld rechargeable batteries for recycling through a diverse range of collection channels.



Power-tool Trial: A nine-month pilot was conducted in Brisbane in 2016 to investigate the feasibility of collecting
used power tool batteries for recycling and understand market share and consumer behaviour.



Financial Options Study: A Financial Options Study was completed in early 2017 to estimate the costs of a
voluntary program, evaluate different funding options and models in terms of cost sharing, and how cost would
be recovered.



IWG Recommendations: Battery Implementation Working Group, as a result of the financial options study and
trials, recommended to Environment Minsters in July 2017 that a shared approach between
manufactures/importers/brands/retailers and governments to battery stewardship was required; and, to be
successful, simple regulation to prevent free riding would ensure industry participation and minimal costs to
government.



Decision to assess regulatory options: The Meeting of Environment Ministers in July agreed to continue to support
the Battery Implementation Working Group’s recommended pathway forward and to conduct a feasibility study
into regulatory options to prevent free riding.

Much work has already been done as illustrated by Figure 1 which provides an overview of the time line to date and
the expected key outcomes for this next year. The outcomes are elaborated in Appendix 1, which also provides an
overview of essential principles for a battery stewardship scheme established by the Industry Working Group.
Figure 1. Pathway to Battery Stewardship
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This paper constitutes Stage 1 of the feasibility study into regulatory options to prevent free riding. It identifies and
assesses a diverse range of free rider regulatory options available and assesses them in the context of the objective
of establishing a national rechargeable battery recycling program where it is funded equitably between battery
brands importers retailers and government.
.

Figure 1. Stages in feasibility assessment

STAGE 1 - PRELIMINARY FEASIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

STAGE 2 - FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT
INTENT
.

INTENT
.






Broad identification of regulatory options.
Preliminary assessment against program
objectives.
Provide basis for industry discussion.
Shortlist of potential regulatory options.






Detailed review of short-listed regulatory options.
Consultation with battery brands, importers,
retailers, recyclers, transporters, environment
groups, local, state and commonwealth
government.
Recommendation of preferred way forward to
Meeting of Environment Ministers.



The need for a battery stewardship program
There is an urgent need to introduce a recycling program for rechargeable batteries under 5kg as illustrated by
Figure 2 Overview of the problem shown on the following page and described in more detail here.



Anticipated high volumes









The economic viability of recycling batteries in Australia is undermined by the high cost of logistics and
collection.



Export of batteries may also be problematic in the future as shipping companies and their insurance brokers
restrict shipping of potentially flammable batteries with a number of examples of this already occurring.

Low recycling rate



Less than 3% of handheld batteries are being recycled which is very low from an international perspective
(see Figure 4), with most batteries are ending up either.
 In landfill causing pollution through release of toxins to the environment.
 In recycling causing contamination and loss of resources.
 Being stored in homes putting householders at risk.

Lack of equity





Battery imports and use are growing.

Collection costs outweighing recycling value





Predicted exponential increase in generation of waste batteries (See Figure 3).

Industry reluctance to participate in a scheme without measures to address free riders.
State and local government and a few battery retailers are the sole organisations bearing the costs of
existing battery recycling programs that are delivering less than 3% collection rate.

Environment and community impacts



Lack of responsible recycling scheme increases risk of landfill fires arising from lithium ion batteries and
remaining stored energy, which presents:
 Risk of significant release of toxic fumes containing dioxins/furans, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and
volatile organic compounds.
 Real community health risks and associated short and long-term costs of medical treatment.



Heavy metal pollution from lead and cadmium resulting from improper disposal of batteries.

Loss of social & economic opportunities.



Depending on the chemistry type, greater than 50-80 % of materials in batteries can be recovered through
recycling, facilitate increased resource efficiency by redirecting materials currently going to landfill into new
commodities and products.



Lost potential for local business development in recycling technologies which would in turn result in loss of
revenue that could have been generated from higher return on materials.



Recycling can create new jobs in the collection, sorting, and processing of waste batteries.
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Figure 2. Overview of the problem
.

Anticipated high
volumes

Low rate of recycling

Loss of social & economic
opportunities
.

Lack of equity.

Environment &
Community impacts

Collection costs
outweigh recycling value

.

Figure 3. Projected Exponential Rise in Generation of
Waste Lithium Batteries (Randall: 2016i)

Figure 4. Current recycling rates for handheld batteries
(Lewis, H. (2016))ii

.

.

Why the focus on rechargeable batteries under 5 kgs?
In response to industry feedback the Environment Ministers agreed at their July 2015 meeting to ‘refine the scope of
the voluntary program to rechargeable and hazardous batteries, and to establish an Industry Working Group (IWG)
to develop this program by June 2016 for consideration by Environment Ministers in late 2016’.
Hazardous batteries were defined to mean batteries that are hazardous to the environment, and to human health.
This primarily related to the inclusion of button cell batteries, due to the increased hazard associated with the
ingestion of these batteries.
At the first meeting of the IWG, it was agreed to focus the first stage of work on rechargeable batteries, as hazards
attributed to button cells are not related to the environment. It was agreed that, due to the safety concerns around
the collection and storage of button cell batteries in the home, work on button cell batteries should be put on hold
pending the outcomes of the button cell battery project, which looked at the design of safe collection containers.
In 2017, ABRI and ISF conducted research funded by the NSW Environment Trust to explore new business models for
battery recycling that focused on trialling prototypes for household battery storage containersiii.
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Application of a Product Stewardship Approach
Internationally there is increasing recognition of the importance of a product stewardship approach, particularly for
managing problematic wastes and waste streams that do not have a clear economic driver for recycling and
recycled products. The federal government defines it as.
.
.

Product stewardship is an approach to reducing the environmental and other
impacts of products by encouraging or requiring manufacturers, importers,
distributors and other persons to take responsibility for those productsiv.
.
.
.

Voluntary vs Regulatory: Implications for industry
The need for a battery stewardship scheme is evident and options for moving forward could include mandatory, coregulatory or voluntary. This report explores at a high level, the feasibility of options along the spectrum of largely
voluntary (ACCC approach) to largely regulated (NTCRS approach). Not explored in this report, but worthy of a
note is the impact the choice will have on industry in the long term. The diagram below shows the impact on
industry in a regulated approach which is likely to see a greater regulatory burden, with less control of scheme
design, greater cost in administration, monitoring and reporting, with little ability for companies to show industry
leadership and corporate responsibility. Conversely, a voluntary approach will see less regulatory burden, greater
control, less cost and much greater opportunities for corporate responsibility.
Figure 5. Impact of regulated vs voluntary scheme on industry

The following sections provide:



Identification and preliminary review of possible regulatory options that could be used to ensure equitable
industry participation and prevent free riders.



A review of current product stewardship schemes in Australia and overseas that can be used to inform design of
the battery stewardship scheme.




Conclusions.
Recommendations.
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2. CRITERIA USED TO EVALUATE FREE RIDER REGULATORY OPTIONS
.

The following is a preliminary review of possible regulatory options identified by an expert panel that could be used
to implement a battery recycling program in Australia. Each one is described and assessed against the following
headings.
.















Description of regulation.
Scheme type – voluntary, co-regulatory, mandatory regulation.
Who would run the scheme – would it be an existing PSO or New PSO.
Feasible funding options – how would funds be recovered and managed?
Cost sharing – who would pay, will it be shared equitably amongst industry members.
Ability to prevent free riding – degree of capturing battery importers and retailers.
Ease of deployment of instrument – cost to government, industry, timeframe.
Ease of Implementation – how easy would it be to set up and run recycling program.
National coverage – will it provide free and accessible recycling to the public.
Can the scope be defined in the regulation i.e. rechargeable batteries <5kg?
Ability to build brand / community awareness – will funds be invested in awareness and education.
Encourage infrastructure development & best practice.
Improve collection and recycling rates, resource recovery and reduce risk.

A traffic light review is provided which is a qualitative evaluation based on.
Positive impact on establishment of a national rechargeable battery recycling program.
Some improvement or positive impact, but not a pro-active outcome.
Negative impact on the establishment of a national rechargeable battery recycling program.
Each option is evaluated in detail in the upcoming sections, however the following table provides a comparative
snapshot of the feasibility of each option.
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3. PRELIMINARY HIGH-LEVEL REVIEW OF PRIORITY PROGRAMS
Free Rider Regulatory
Instrument

1. Business as Usual

Ability to
Ease of
prevent
Ease of
deployment
free
Implementation
of instrument
riding

National
coverage /
accessibility

Ability to
Scope can
Infrastructure  Resource
build brand /
be defined
development Recovery /
community
in the
& best
Risk
awareness &
regulation
practice
Reduction
engagement

Who runs.
(Existing or new
PSO)

Feasible
Funding
Options

Type

Cost /
cost
sharing

No-one

NA

NA





















Voluntary





















Overall
ranking

NATIONAL REGULATORY OPTIONS
2. National Television &
Computer Recycling
Scheme

Federal DEE.
Membership
Product Stewardship
fee
Arrangements

3. NTCRS – Dedicated
Battery Stewardship
Arrangement

Federal DEE.
New Product
Stewardship
Arrangement

Membership
fee

Co-reg.





















4. New Battery
Stewardship Scheme
under Product
Stewardship Act
2011

Federal DEE.
New Product
Stewardship
Organisation

Membership
fee

Co-reg.





















Product Stewardship
Organisation
ACCC

Levy

Co-reg.





















Federal, State and
Territory
Governments &
Industry

Membership
fee

Co-reg.





















Could vary

Could be
voluntary or
regulatory





















Could be
voluntary or
regulatory





















NA









































5. Battery Stewardship
Scheme authorised
by ACCC
6. National Battery
Covenant

STATE BASED REGULATORY OPTIONS
7. Code of Practice
e.g. ACT
8. State product
stewardship
regulations - QLD

ACT Govt.

QLD Govt.
Membership
Product Stewardship
fee
Organisation

9. State based landfill
bans

State Govt.

NA

10.Battery Refund
Scheme

State Govt.

NA
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4. DETAILED PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
INSTRUMENT 1.

Business as Usual

Description

 Current scenario continues with ad hoc battery recycling implemented by state

Who runs

Scheme type
Feasible Funding
Options

and local governments, selected retailers, NTCRS, and MobileMuster.

 No formal scheme established, with continued ad-hoc programs offered by:
 State and local government.
 Individual retailers.
 NTCRS liable parties and MobileMuster members.
 None
 State programs/landfill levy’s; Local government rates, gate fees, landfill charges.
 Individual business investment.
 NTCRS/MobileMuster Industry Membership fees.
Low

Cost to industry &
government / Cost
sharing



 No cost impact for the federal government.
 High cost borne by state, territory and local governments/ communities for:
 Administration, operation and marketing of existing local collection schemes.
 Managing risk associated with continued landfilling of batteries.
 Cost of operation born by individual retailers offering in-house collections and to

.
.
.
.



NTCRS.

Ability to prevent free
riding
Ease of deployment

Low



High

 No additional effort required.



High

Ease of implementation

 Government impact
 No additional effort required, but no ability to share burden
 Industry impact
 No additional effort required, but individual retailers providing programs



continue with their investment

 Potential for some expansion, but highly dependent on commodity prices
 Community impact
 Continued uncertainty and lack of access to recycling options.
National coverage
Scope can be defined
in regulation
Ability to build brand /
community awareness
& engagement
Impact on
infrastructure
development & best
practice

Low



Low

 Scope will vary as is defined by each organisation i.e. local, state, territory, retailer



Low



and PS scheme collection program.

Low

 No coordinated approach to best practice or development of safety standards for
collection.



 No incentive for recycling sector to invest in infrastructure development to match
increased waste generation rates.

Low
Impact on Resource
Recovery / Risk
Reduction

 Recovery of chemistries with negative market value will become an increasingly
expensive problem for state and local governments.

 Possible there would be a small incremental increase if chemistries and markets



align, however that is far from certain.

 Ongoing risk borne by local and state governments for current collections and for
disposal at landfill with potential for increasing landfill fires.
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INSTRUMENT 2.

National Television & Computer Recycling Scheme (NTCRS) – Existing Framework

Description

 Expansion of scope of the current Product Stewardship (Televisions and Computers)



Regulation to include.

 Rechargeable batteries under 5kg.
 Electronic equipment containing batteries, e.g. power tools, toys, model aircrafts
and remote-control items etc.

 Online sales.
Who runs

Scheme type
Feasible funding
options






Regulated by Federal Government.
Implemented by Approved Co-regulatory Arrangements.
Liable parties have the option to set up and run their own Arrangement.
Co-regulatory scheme.

Medium

 Liable parties: Battery importers obligation to pay the Arrangement to which it is a

member, a rate per battery collected based on their specific imports in the prior year
multiplied by the current year target.

 Liable parties: Retailers obligated to provide a free drop off service to customers at



no cost to the scheme and take back batteries for collection by accredited
arrangements.

 Important to consider mechanism for capturing importers involved in online sales.
Cost / cost sharing

Ability to prevent free
riding

Medium

 Federal government
 Administration/enforcement costs.
 Would not be a significant addition to current administrative costs.
 Co-regulatory arrangements
 Scheme operation and expansion of channels costs.
 Importers
 Cost of setting up own Arrangement or cost of membership.
 Retailers
 Cost of establishing collection services or cost of membership.
 State & local government
 Cost of managing the % of available e-waste not covered by targets would



 Degree will be influence by:
 Ability to identify appropriate import codes.
 Ability to incorporate online sales.
 Enforcement activities.
 Potential free riding by primary battery brand owners unless very strong community



continue to be the responsibility of state, territory and local governments.
Medium

education, point of sales and training of collection point staff.
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INSTRUMENT 2.

National Television & Computer Recycling Scheme (NTCRS) – Existing Framework

Ease of deployment of
instrument

Medium



 Federal Government impact
 Regulation amendment - Use of an existing instrument easier to deploy.
 Expansion of scope.
 Products with embedded batteries not easily removed by the customer e.g.
Power Tools, Toys etc.

 Addition of loose batteries >5kgs.

 Expansion of NTCRS Liable Parties.
 Battery importers and retailers.
 Need to identify import codes, including online sales.
 Collection of custom code data would require validation.
 Scheme establishment
 Adaptation of target setting and reporting to include expanded scope.
 Build public awareness.
 Collection channels
 Would require additional collection channels specific to batteries – thus the need



to include retailers as liable parties.

 Industry impact
 Some liable parties are already party to the scheme for other products (e.g.
Canon, Panasonic, etc.) and those are particularly receptive to expansion.

 Need to address current limitations with the NTCRS.
 Brands already liable under NTCRS have concerns about targets.
 Free rider issues are complex due to the brands not being easily identifiable online
on-line sales.

 Impact of overlapping schemes
 Need to factor in reporting of mobile phone batteries.
 If companies are part of more than one scheme, how is the overall managed /
reporting of batteries.

Ease of Implementation

High

 Government impact
 Administration of the scheme largely incorporated into existing federal
compliance activities related to the NTCRS.

 Industry impact
 OEM Brands already participating in NTCRS would see minor addition based on



expansion of scope.

 Battery brands not party to NTCRS would have expanded responsibilities.
 Community impact
 Some improvement in access to recycling options.
National coverage
Ability to build brand /
community awareness
& engagement

Yes
High



 Message focused on recovery of batteries likely to be less prominent in a broader ewaste scheme.



 Access to current NTCRS collection channels would greatly increase drop off options
for consumers.

Can the scope be of
rechargeable batteries
<5kg be defined in the
regulation

Yes, but it’s complicated.

 Scope of the NTCRS currently includes embedded batteries that can be easily
removed from the product.

 Would need to review the best approach, e.g. expanding scope to include.
 Loose batteries rechargeable under 5 kg.
 Consumer electronic equipment that are not currently in the scope of the NTCRS,



but which include a high volume of batteries.

 It is possible/likely the Federal Government would prefer a broader scope.
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INSTRUMENT 2.

National Television & Computer Recycling Scheme (NTCRS) – Existing Framework

Impact on infrastructure
development & best
practice

Medium



 Processing capacity
 Would provide some certainty to the recycling sector to engage in infrastructure

investment, however possibly not as much as if there was a focused arrangement
on batteries.



 Best practice
 Arrangements responsible for contracting and auditing adherence to AS NZ 5377
Impact on Resource
Recovery / Risk
Reduction

and EH&S requirements.
Medium

 Potential for impact on resource recovery: Medium
 Likely to increase significantly, but possibly not as much as if there was a focused
arrangement on batteries.

 Involves enforcement of collection targets.
 Opportunity to leverage existing infrastructure for collection.



 Potential to reduce risk: Medium
 Due to diversion of potentially flammable lithium ion batteries from the landfill
waste stream.

INSTRUMENT 3.

NTCRS – NEW DEDICATED BATTERY STEWARDSHIP ARRANGEMENT

Description

 As above, however using a separate Arrangement that would be responsible for



scheme implementation.

Who runs

 Administered by Federal Government.
 Managed by a new non-profit Product Stewardship Arrangement.

Feasible Funding
Options

 Same as NTCRS model above with a separate target for batteries.

Scheme type

 Co-regulatory scheme.

Cost / cost sharing

Medium

 Some additional cost of administration would be borne by the federal government –

Department of Environment and Energy to administer an additional regulation under
the NTCRS.

 Critical to have government support to maximise scheme participation.
 Operational costs borne by the New Product Stewardship Arrangement and liable



parties, including the cost of processing batteries

 Likely to include costs associated with processing out of scope batteries
 Cost of managing batteries not collected under the scheme would fall to state and
local governments.

Ability to prevent free
riding

Medium

 Dependant on:
 Ability to identify appropriate import codes.
 Ability to incorporate online sales.
 Enforcement activities.
 It is likely that contamination from primary batteries will occur resulting in free riding



from primary battery brand owners.
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INSTRUMENT 3.

NTCRS – NEW DEDICATED BATTERY STEWARDSHIP ARRANGEMENT

Ease of deployment

Medium



 Federal Government impact
 Extra time needed to change regulations to enable single battery arrangement.
 Would require the Minister to approve e establishment of an Arrangement
specifically for batteries - unlikely to occur without significant pressure.

 May need to obtain ACCC approval for single arrangement.
 Would need to confirm that a single arrangement be approved under the
Products Stewardship Act.

 Scheme establishment
 Would require establishment of new arrangement, governance, contracts,
oversight process for recyclers.

 Would require development of battery specific performance measures.
 Current collection targets do not include batteries.
 Options for performance measures (material recovery efficiency) could be



included.

 Similar to NTCRS.
 Reporting on recovery rates.
 Collection channels
 New collection channels would need to be established.
 Potential to create channels focused on scheme scope.
 Industry impact
 Some battery liable parties already party to the scheme for other products (e.g.

Ease of implementation

Canon, Panasonic, etc.) will be reluctant to have multiple schemes.
 Important to explore how brands in existing NTCRS /Mobile Muster
arrangements could be accommodated: e.g. for reporting and liability.
Medium

 Government impact
 Some additional ongoing enforcement would be required.
 Industry impact
 Would not address current limitations of the NTCRS regarding targets and




reporting.
May require brands to participate in multiple schemes.

 Community impact
 Improved access to battery recycling options.
National coverage

High

Scope can be defined
in the regulation

 Could be specifically defined with potential for expanding scope to broader range



of batteries eg > 5kg in the future, however:

 It is possible the Federal Government would prefer a broader scope.
 Would require a process for addressing batteries collected by other NTCRS



Arrangements and schemes.

Ability to build brand /
community awareness
& engagement

High

Impact on infrastructure
development & best
practice

High

 Dedicated arrangement will allow for focused marketing and brand creation.
 Access to current NTCRS collection channels, plus expanded battery specific



channels would greatly increase drop off options for consumers.

 Processing capacity
 Would provide certainty to the recycling sector to invest in infrastructure.
 Best practice
 Arrangement would be responsible for contracting and auditing in adherence to



AS NZ 5377 and EH&S requirements. Single scheme would enable easy
development of battery specific standards.
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INSTRUMENT 3.

NTCRS – NEW DEDICATED BATTERY STEWARDSHIP ARRANGEMENT

Impact on Resource
Recovery / Risk
Reduction

High

 Potential to impact resource recovery:
 Resource recovery likely to increase significantly given the sole focus on batteries
and the ability for enforcement of collection performance measures.





 Potential to reduce risk: High
 Dedicated arrangement would allow for a focus on battery safety standards and
best practices to reduce risk.

INSTRUMENT 4.

NEW BATTERY STEWARDSHIP SCHEME UNDER THE PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP ACT 2011

Description

 Would require establishment of a Co-regulatory Battery Stewardship Arrangement to

Who runs

Feasible Funding
Options



be accredited under the Product Stewardship Act 2011.

 Regulated by the federal Government.
 Operating by an industry led Battery Stewardship Organisation.
 Membership charge could be based on.
 Imports,
 Imports in the first year, then recovery rates in subsequent years (reporting by
brand from recyclers/scheme arrangement), or

 Member estimates and validated at the end of each period.
Scheme type

 Co-regulatory scheme.

Cost / cost sharing

Medium

 Some additional cost of administration would be borne by the federal government –
Department of Environment and Energy to administer an new regulation.

 Critical to have government support to maximise scheme participation.
 Operational costs borne by the New Product Stewardship Arrangement and liable



parties, including the cost of processing batteries

 Likely to include costs associated with processing out of scope batteries
 Cost of managing batteries not collected under the scheme would fall to state
and local governments.

Low

 Federal Government impact
 Would require the Minister to approve the establishment of an Arrangement
specifically for batteries.

Ease of deployment

 Scheme establishment
 It is unlikely the federal government would support a new scheme in the short term
due to the cost and administrative burden it would likely represent.



 Collection channels
 Would likely require establishment of new collection channels to expand drop off
locations to meet consumer convenience and preferences

 Industry impact
 Liable parties currently party to the NTCRS have indicated that they would find it
onerous to participate in multiple schemes.

Medium

Ease of implementation

 Government impact
 Would require significant additional administrative expense.
 Industry impact
 Would require some brands to participate in multiple schemes.
 Community impact
 Improved access to drop-off options would be required.
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INSTRUMENT 4.

Performance measures

NEW BATTERY STEWARDSHIP SCHEME UNDER THE PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP ACT 2011

 Collection targets.
 Reasonable access.
 Work would be required to address industry concerns and ensure appropriate





performance measures are established.

National coverage

High



 Scope of arrangement could be specifically defined with potential for expanding
Scope can be defined
in the regulation

scope in the future, however:

 It is possible the Federal Government would prefer a broader scope.
 It would be important to negotiate reporting of recovery of embedded batteries



collected by other NTCRS Arrangements.

Ability to build brand /
community awareness
& engagement

High

Impact on infrastructure
development & best
practice

High

 Dedicated program would focus branding and messaging.
 Would provide certainty to industry and encourage investment in infrastructure





needed to meet rapidly increasing volumes.

High
Impact on Resource
Recovery / Risk
Reduction

 Potential to impact resource recovery:
 Would be high due to enforcement element of the Product Stewardship Act.
 Potential to reduce risk:
 Dedicated arrangement would allow for a focus on battery safety standards and



BATTERY STEWARDSHIP SCHEME AUTHORISED BY THE ACCC



best practices to reduce risk.

INSTRUMENT 5.

 Would involve establishment of an Australian Battery Stewardship Scheme authorised
by the ACCC.

 Provides immunity from court action for conduct that might otherwise be considered
to involve collusionv.

 May be granted by the ACCC when it is satisfied that the public benefit outweighs
any public detriment.

 Include establishment of a not-for profit battery stewardship organisation (similar to
Tyre Stewardship Australia/Paintback) that would be responsible for.

 Scheme administration and governance.
 Contracting with state, territory and local governments and waste service
Description






providers for the collection and disposal.
Management of member accreditation and audit process.
Market development & R&D.
Development of innovation & best practices.
Marketing and promotion.

 A key commitment of members could be to only deal with other members of the

scheme (where possible) – by entering in to enterprise to enterprise agreements or
other forms of contractual arrangements.

 Provision for allowing private right of action (similar to Vermont) to recover costs of
recycling non-participating importers/free riders (concept - yet to be tested).

 The scheme would be governed by proposed Battery Stewardship Scheme
Guidelines which would establish.
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INSTRUMENT 5.

BATTERY STEWARDSHIP SCHEME AUTHORISED BY THE ACCC










The purpose of the scheme.
Governance arrangements.
Funding arrangements.
Member commitments and accreditation requirements.
Performance measures.
Monitoring and reporting arrangements.

 Scheme members would be accredited and audited to the commitments that apply
to them as defined in the Guidelines for:











Battery manufacturers and importers.
Retailers.
Federal.
State government.
Local governments.
Collectors.
Recyclers.
Specific industry sectors with high battery usage.
The scheme could register under the Product Stewardship Act 2011 as a Voluntary.

 Guidelines would establish performance measures but could include.
 # of Participants in the scheme.
 % of battery manufacturers and importers participating in the scheme, the aim
Performance measures








being to achieve greater than 90% of importers in the scheme within 5 years of
commencement.
Provision of collection channels for regional areas to improve access to battery
recycling.
Resource recovery of end-of-life batteries that can be attributed to the scheme.
Collection rates.
Recycling rates.
% going to an environmentally sound use as defined under the Basel Convention.
Brand and scheme awareness metrics.

 Regulated by the ACCC via an independent audit process for verifying signatories
Who runs

Scheme type
Feasible Funding
Options

are complying with obligations.






Operated by a new Battery Stewardship Scheme.
Led by scheme participants.
Voluntary scheme – Industry designed and led program.
Enforced through ACCC review of obligations.

 Levy
 Based on member estimates of imports – verified by independent audits.
Medium

Cost / cost sharing

 Federal government: ACCC
 Oversight of the authorisation process.
 New Product Stewardship Arrangement/industry.
 Program development and operation costs.
 Industry: Importers
 If cost of the levy if not passed on to consumers.
 Industry: Others – retailers/high users
 Provision of collection points.
 State, territory and local government
 Collection and recycling of batteries outside the scope of the scheme.
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INSTRUMENT 5.

BATTERY STEWARDSHIP SCHEME AUTHORISED BY THE ACCC



High

 Enterprise to enterprise agreements or other forms of contractual arrangements can
Ability to prevent free
riding

provide powerful incentive for participation, particularly once government agencies
and key industry retailers become members.



 Explore options for enhancing approaches to address free riders, for example.
 Vermont style private right of action for the Scheme to recover cost of recycling
from non-participating brands.
Medium-high

Ease of deployment

 Federal Government impact
 ACCC would be responsible for the authorisation process.
 Scheme
 Time and effort required to engage signatories.
 Additional cost associated with ACCC application.
 Precedent exists - Tyre Stewardship Australia/ Paintback.
 Would require establishment of Stewardship organisation and development of



sector specific guidelines

 Collection channels.

 Industry impact
 Industry led process requiring scheme design and application to the ACCC
High

 Government impact
 Some administration required by ACCC, but much less than if a co-regulatory
Ease of implementation

approach were used.

 Industry impact
 Industry driven program can be tailored to meet industry needs.
 Community impact
 Improved access to recycling options.



National coverage

High



Scope can be defined
in the regulation

 The scope would be broadly defined with an initial focus on rechargeable batteries



Ability to build brand /
community awareness
& engagement

High

Impact on infrastructure
development & best
practice

under 5 kg.


High

 Would provide certainty to industry and encourage investment in infrastructure
needed to meet rapidly increasing volumes.



 Strong market pull.
High

Impact on Resource
Recovery / Risk
Reduction

 Potential to impact resource recovery:
 Would be high due to enforcement element of the ACCC authorisation process
which audits compliance with signatory obligations

 Potential to reduce risk: High
 Dedicated scheme would allow for a focus on battery safety standards and best



practices to reduce risk.

 Funds would be available for research and development of innovative solutions to
recycling and increase recovery.
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INSTRUMENT 6.

NATIONAL BATTERY COVENANT



 Would see the establishment of a National Battery Covenant, a co-regulatory
arrangement underpinned by the National Environment Protection (Used
Packaging Materials) Measure 2011 (NEPM).

 The Covenant would apply to businesses in the supply chain that are importers or
retailers of batteries with an annual turnover of $5 million or more.

 All businesses would be required to choose between becoming a Signatory to

the Covenant or meet individual compliance obligations under the NEPM that
are implemented by the laws and other arrangements of participating states
and territories where a business sells or distributes its products.

 The legislative framework for the covenant would be based on the National
Description

Environment Protection Measure which is implemented through state and territory
regulations and an Australian Battery Covenant.

 The Federal Government would be responsible for providing on an annual basis a
list of possible brand owners that maybe eligible under the covenant.

 An Australian Battery Covenant Organisation (ABCO) would be responsible for

maintaining a register of signatories, plus auditing signatory annual reports and
action plans.

 Each participating jurisdiction would be responsible for reporting to the Australian
battery covenant organisation companies that are compliant in their jurisdiction
that require no follow-up.

 Non-compliant signatories would be referred to the states and or territories in which
the brand owner’s products are distributed and sold and are subject to the
regulations of policies in the relevant state and or territory.

Scheme type
Who runsvi

 Co-regulatory.
 The covenant would be an agreement between an Australian battery covenant
organisation representing industry participants in the battery supply chain and
Commonwealth state and territory governments and endorsed by environment
ministers.

Feasible Funding
Options

 Annual Membership fee (not based on market share).
 Signatories would be required to make annual financial contributions in the form
of membership fees to the Australian battery covenant organisation.

 Funding of the Covenant would be determined by ABCO as established in a
Strategic Plan that would be endorsed by environment ministers. The funds
would be administered by ABCO.

 Industry’s contribution would be obtained through Bmembership fees. The fees

would be set out in a schedule of fees determined by ABCO. A membership fee
would apply only to Signatories that are Brand Owners, businesses involved in the
battery supply chain and industry associations. Local government associations and
community groups.

Cost / cost sharing

High

 Cost to government
 Cost to the federal government would be significant to establish a National
Battery Covenant.



 Cost to industry
 Significant industry engagement required.
 Ongoing significant investment in action plan and reporting requirements
Ability to prevent free
riding

High

 The NEPM provides free-rider protection for Signatories, to ensure they are not



competitively disadvantaged by their participation in the Covenant.
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INSTRUMENT 6.

NATIONAL BATTERY COVENANT

Ease of deployment

Low



 Government impact
 Would require investment in establishment of a new Covenant by both Federal,
state and territory governments.

 Scheme establishment
 Would require significant investment of time and resources for the establishment



of an entirely new instrument.

 Collection channels
 Would require identification and establishment of new channels.
 Industry impact
 Industry unlikely to support creation of a new separate Covenant.
Ease of implementation

Low

 Government impact
 Would be responsible for enforcement actions if Action Plans are not met.
 State governments would be responsible for submitting Action Plans as
signatories to a Covenant.

 Collection channels
 Would require development.
 Industry impact
 Signatories would be required to:
 Submit an action plan outlining how they will conform to proposed Guidelines for








Responsible End-of-life Management of Batteries.
Prepare an annual report outlining performance against all action plan
commitments.
Publish the action plan and annual report on websites.
Establish collection and recycling programs for end of life batteries generated at
their facilities.
Implement policies or procedures to only used accredited recyclers.
Allow independent audits of annual reports and action plans.

 Community impact
 Potential for significant improvement in access to battery recycling options.
National coverage

High

Scope can be defined
in the regulation

High

Ability to build brand /
community awareness
& engagement
Impact on infrastructure
development & best
practice

High

Impact on Resource
Recovery / Risk
Reduction

Medium



 Scope could be defined in the Covenant.




High

 Could provide certainty needed for infrastructure investment.
 Could provide for development of best practice guidance / standards as part of



Covenant Guidelines.

 Potential to impact resource recovery:
 Would be a positive improvement to resource recovery.
 May not be as positive as other instruments that would receive greater industry



buy-in.

 Potential to reduce risk:
 Unlikely to deliver new standards or best practices.
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INSTRUMENT 7.

USE OF STATE BASED PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP REGULATIONS - ACT



 Establishment of a Code(s) of Practice ACT for collection, handling and treatment of
batteries under the Waste Management and Resource Recovery Act 2016 (WMRR
Act) to mandate.

 The Act empowers the Minister to approve Codes of Practice in relation to a waste
activity, for example for storage and placement for collection of domestic waste

Description

 Such a Code of Practice could require:
 Brands/retailers in the state only engage in commerce with other signatories to



the code OR only engage with accredited recyclers (would require establishment
of an accreditation process) The Tyre Stewardship Scheme is an example of this
type of engagement.
Collectors/transporters (registered under the Act) deliver end-of-life Li-ion and
hazardous batteries to an ‘approved’ recycler or be subject to penalties.
Code of practice would establish Guidelines for best practice recycling.


 Could be complimented by landfill ban under the WMRR Act which also can
establish that a waste must be reused, recycled or landfilled.

Who runs

 Liability could be verified via tracking and brand identification at the point of
recycling.

Feasible Funding
Options






Cost / cost sharing

High

Scheme type

Co-regulatory / mandatory scheme.
Annual registration fee.
Tracking through transporters/collectors.
Consider linking tracking of collection and delivery to approved recycler to a rebate
administered by PSO covering handling costs.

 Cost borne by the ACT Government and industry via registration fee
 Additional administrative costs for industry to comply with multiple government
systems.



 Cost of establishment and maintenance of an accreditation process for recyclers
 Would be more expensive pro-rated than a national scheme.
Ability to prevent free
riding

Medium

 Some free-riding protection, however added risk of state leakage.

Ease of deployment

Medium



 Government impact
 Would require Ministerial support.
 Would require implementation by/to the ACT Government to establish a Code of
Practice.

 Scheme establishment
 Would require ACT Government investment to administer or outsource



administration of the Code.

 Collection channels
 Collection channels would need to be developed.
 Industry impact
 No industry involvement.
Ease of implementation

Low

 Government impact
 Administrative burden borne by ACT government.
 Industry impact
 Difficult for industry to implement multiple state schemes that may require on



different participation and reporting requirements.

 Community impact
 Some improvement, but likely to see continued uncertainty regarding access to
recycling options.
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INSTRUMENT 7.
National coverage

Scope can be defined
in the regulation

USE OF STATE BASED PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP REGULATIONS - ACT



Low



Low

 Scope could be defined in legislation, but likely the ACT government would choose



a broader scope.

Ability to build brand /
community awareness
& engagement
Impact on infrastructure
development & best
practice
Impact on Resource
Recovery / Risk
Reduction

Low



Low

 Minimal impact on infrastructure development & best practice.



Low

 Potential for impact on resource recovery.
 Minimal impact on national resource recovery rates.
 Multiple state programs could cause confusion and would fail to deliver a



national brand thought to be important for significant resource recovery.

 Potential to reduce risk:
 Minimal.
INSTRUMENT 8.

USE OF STATE BASED PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP REGULATIONS - QLD



 In QLD, a Product Stewardship Scheme could be established under the Queensland
Waste Reduction and Recycling Act 2011 which includes an objective to identify
priority products and associated management tools.

Description

 In the first instance the QLD government would invite a voluntary approach,
however if not forthcoming, a regulatory approach could be taken.

 This process would be similar to the recently adopted Container Refund Scheme
introduced under the same Act.

Who runs
Scheme type
Feasible Funding
Options






QLD Government.
Product Stewardship Organisation.
Could be voluntary or regulatory.
While there is no guidance under the Act on funding mechanisms, it may be possible
to implement a scheme similar to the Container Refund Scheme or to schemes
implemented by some states in the United States.

 Liable parties could pay an annual(?) registration fee (e.g. $15,000) to the QLD

Dep’t of Environment & Science for administration, monitoring and enforcement.

 Liable parties would contribute to a Product Stewardship Scheme.
 Joining fee.
 Cost of recycling.
Cost

High

 Cost borne by the QLD Government and industry via registration fee and collection
and recycling costs.



 Would be more expensive pro-rated than a national scheme.
Ability to prevent free
riding

Medium

 Some free-riding protection, however added risk of state leakage.
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INSTRUMENT 8.

USE OF STATE BASED PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP REGULATIONS - QLD

Ease of deployment

Medium



 Government impact
 A draft priority product statement would need to be prepared.
 The Chief Executive of the Department of Environment and Science would invite


persons to submit a proposed voluntary product stewardship scheme for
accreditation.
If no voluntary product stewardship scheme is accredited for the product, a
regulation may be made to establish a regulated product stewardship scheme
for the product.

 Scheme establishment
 A Product Stewardship Scheme would need to be established.
 Collection channels
 Collection channels would need to be established
 Industry impact
 Limited brand involvement in deployment
 Recyclers would benefit from new contracts for managing the expanded waste



stream.

Ease of implementation

Low

 Government impact
 Administrative burden borne by the QLD government.
 Industry impact
 Difficult for industry to implement multiple state schemes that may be based on



different participation and reporting requirements.

 Community impact
 Some local improvement but overall continued uncertainty and ongoing lack of
access to recycling options.

National coverage

Scope can be defined
in the regulation
Ability to build brand /
community awareness
& engagement
Impact on infrastructure
development & best
practice
Impact on Resource
Recovery / Risk
Reduction

Low



 Scope could be defined in legislation, but likely the QLD government would choose



a broader scope than rechargeable batteries <5kgs.

Medium

 Significant investment required and would not deliver national brand or awareness.
 Potential for leveraging Container Refund Scheme marketing.
Low

 Minimal impact on infrastructure development & best practice.





Low

 Potential to impact resource recovery: low.
 Minimal impact on national resource recovery rates.
 Multiple state programs could cause confusion and would fail to deliver a



national brand thought to be important for significant resource recovery.

 Potential to reduce risk: low.
 Unlikely to deliver new standards or best practices.
INSTRUMENT 9.
Description
Who runs
Scheme type

USE OF STATE BASED LANDFILL BANS








States would voluntarily implement landfill bans on batteries.
Victoria is currently considering a landfill ban on e-Waste including batteries.
States.
Regulatory.
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INSTRUMENT 9.
Feasible Funding
Options
Cost

USE OF STATE BASED LANDFILL BANS



 Levy at the point of drop off.
High

 Cost borne by state and local governments who will need to invest in transfer



stations and drop off locations.

Ability to prevent free
riding

Low

 No impact on free riding.

Ease of deployment

Medium



 Government impact.
 No involvement from federal government.
 Burden falls on State government to conduct regulatory impact statements and
ensure infrastructure for drop off is established.

 Scheme establishment.
 NA.
 Collection channels.
 Additional collection channels would need to be developed.
 Industry impact.
 No involvement form industry.
Ease of implementation



Low

 Government.
 No effort required by the federal government.
 Ongoing management required by state and local government.
 Industry.
 No effort required from industry.
 Community impact
 May result in some improvement, but with some continued uncertainty and



possible lack of access to recycling options.

Low
National coverage

 Need to coordinate across jurisdictions to avoid transportation of waste across

Scope can be defined
in the regulation

Low

Ability to build brand /
community awareness
& engagement
Impact on infrastructure
development & best
practice

Low



borders

 Most landfill bans cover all battery types, not limited to rechargeable batteries.




Low

 Some incentive for industry but overall does not enable creation of a product

stewardship organisation that might coordinate infrastructure development and
create national branding scheme important for necessary for a successful scheme.

 No opportunity for investment in best practice unless part of government upgrades



to transfer stations.

 Could be overcome if complimentary establishment of accreditation for battery
Impact on Resource
Recovery / Risk
Reduction

recyclers, but such an accreditation is less unlikely with a state based approach.
Low

 Potential to impact resource recovery:
 Does not encourage or promote recycling.
 Significant potential for illegal dumping.
 Potential to reduce risk:
 Unlikely to deliver new standards or best practices.
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INSTRUMENT 10.

STATE BASED BATTERY REFUND SCHEME



 Battery Refund Schemes could be established under various state government Acts,
Description

such as the QLD Waste Reduction and Recycling Act 2011, the ACT Waste
Management and Resource Recovery Act 2016, the NSW Waste Avoidance and
Resource Recovery Act 2001.

 Consumers could be provided with drop off facilities at which point they would
receive a refund per battery

Who runs

Feasible Funding
Options






Scheme may be leverage existing container deposit/refund schemes.
State government.
Scheme coordinator.
First suppliers (manufacturers, distributors, or retailers) of batteries into a state could
enter into a Supply Arrangement with a designated state Scheme Coordinator and
contribute towards the scheme.

 The financial contribution each Supplier makes is commensurate with their share of
the batteries sold in the state.

 Levy: The cost per battery would be calculated with the intention of reflecting
Cost / cost sharing

actual scheme costs over time. The first three months of fees could be estimated,
with subsequent invoicing periods to reflect actual redemption rates. As this is a
new system and the database for returns needs to be established, the initial three
months’ fees will be based on the past twelve months.



 Refund: Consumer could receive a refund of a predetermined amount – perhaps 10
cents per battery returned.

Ability to prevent free
riding

Medium (NOT SURE ABOUT THIS ONE – welcome your thoughts).

 Some free-riding protection, however added risk of state leakage.

Ease of deployment

Medium



 Government impact
 Would require states to implement or in some cases establish applicable
regulations.

 Scheme establishment
 Would require establishment of a new scheme in each state.
 Collection channels
 Collection channels would need to be expanded.
 Industry impact
 Would require state by state engagement, entering into state by state



agreements, conducting state by state reporting.

 Would require tracking process to allocated liability appropriately to
manufacturers.

Ease of implementation

Low

 Government impact
 Administrative burden borne by the multiple state governments.
 Industry impact
 Difficult for industry to implement multiple state schemes that may be based on



 Low



 Scope could be defined in legislation, but likely state governments would choose a



different participation and reporting requirements

National coverage

Scope can be defined
in the regulation
Ability to build brand /
community awareness
& engagement

broader scope.

Low

 State based programs would vary by state preventing ability to create consistent



brand and consumer.
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INSTRUMENT 10.
Impact on infrastructure
development & best
practice
Impact on Resource
Recovery / Risk
Reduction

STATE BASED BATTERY REFUND SCHEME
Low

 Minimal impact on infrastructure development & best practice.




Low

 Potential to impact resource recovery:
 Some impact on national resource recovery rates.
 Multiple state programs could cause confusion and would fail to deliver a
national brand thought to be important for significant resource recovery.



 Potential to reduce risk:
 Some reduction of risk due to increased recovery rates, but unlikely to lead to
significant investment in recycling innovation with regard to safety and best
practice.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The following table re-orders the scheme options evaluated to indicate those most likely to achieve the goals and principles established by the Industry Working Group.
The following subsection summaries the findings in terms of recommendations for next steps.
Ability to
Ease of
prevent
Ease of
deployment
free
Implementation
of instrument
riding

Scope can
be defined
in the
regulation

















































Free Rider Regulatory
Instrument

Feasible
Funding
Options

Type

Cost /
cost
sharing

5. Battery Stewardship
Scheme authorised
by ACCC

Product Stewardship
Organisation
ACCC

Levy

Co-reg.







3. NTCRS – Dedicated
Battery Stewardship
Arrangement

Federal DEE.
New Product
Stewardship
Arrangement

Membership
fee

Co-reg.





Voluntary



2. NTCRS – Existing
Framework

Federal DEE.
Membership
Product Stewardship
fee
Arrangements

Ability to
Infrastructure  Resource
build brand /
development Recovery / Overall
community
& best
Risk
ranking
awareness &
practice
Reduction
engagement

National
coverage /
accessibility

Who runs.
(Existing or new
PSO)

4. New Battery
Stewardship
Scheme under
Product
Stewardship Act
2011

Federal DEE.
New Product
Stewardship
Organisation

Membership
fee

Co-reg.





















7. Code of Practice

ACT Govt.

Could vary

Could be
voluntary or
regulatory





















Could be
voluntary or
regulatory





















NA









































8. State product
stewardship
regulations - QLD

QLD Govt.
Membership
Product Stewardship
fee
Organisation

9. State based landfill
bans

State Govt.

NA

10. Battery Refund
Scheme

State Govt.

NA

6. National Battery
Covenant

Federal, State and
Territory
Governments &
Industry

Membership
fee

Co-reg.





















1. Business as Usual

No-one

NA

NA
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that a more detailed feasibility assessment be undertaken on the following shortlisted four
regulatory options to address free riding.
Given the objectives are to run a national program, there seems little value tin investigating a state-based regulatory
measures. Although it will be important to take into consideration what is being implemented at a state level in terms
of landfill bans and codes of practices.
Options identified as priorities for detailed feasibility assessment include.




Business as usual
Product Stewardship Act:





NTCRS Existing Framework
NTCRS – New specific battery co-regulatory arrangement

Battery Stewardship Scheme authorised by ACCC

The purpose of the feasibility study will be to address the seven questions required by the Australian Government for
a regulatory impact statement: http://www.cuttingredtape.gov.au/handbook/australian-government-guide-regulation.
There are seven questions that will be assessed:
.

1. What is the problem you are trying to solve?
2. Why is government action needed?
3. What policy options are you considering?
4. What is the likely net benefit of each option?
5. Who will you consult about these options and how will you consult them?
6. What is the best option from those you have considered?
7. How will you implement and evaluate your chosen option?
In addition, it is recommended that a further two questions be evaluated to ensure that the evaluation addresses a
key issue affecting the success of the program.

8. What is the viability of scheme specific recommendations?
9. What is the impact of scope of the success of the scheme?
These will include evaluation a range of sub-questions to ensure a comprehensive understanding is achieved.

1. What is the problem you are trying to solve?
 Clearly identify and define the problem you are trying to solve.
 Demonstrate why it is a problem: are there risks or other dangers to be mitigated?
 Offer evidence about the magnitude of the problem and the costs of not doing anything.
 Describe the businesses, community organisations or individuals affected by the problem.
 Explain which, if any, current government measures have sought to address this problem.
 Establish why those measures are not working.
2. Why is government action needed?
 Clearly identify why there is a legitimate reason for government to intervene.
 Demonstrate that government has the capacity to intervene successfully.
 Identify alternatives to government action.
 Clearly identify what objectives, outcomes, goals or targets you are aiming for.
 Identify the constraints or barriers to achieving your goal.
 Ensure your objectives are: 1. Specific, 2. Measurable, 3. Accountable, 4. Realistic, 5. Timely.
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3. What policy options are you considering?
 Identify a range of genuine and viable alternative policy options.
 Ensure any of your live options can achieve your stated policy objectives.
 Give the decision maker confidence you have identified all of the available options open to you.
 Identify the context for the options considered (for example, the policy may be an election commitment).
4. What is the likely net benefit of each option?
 Identify who is likely to be affected by each regulatory option and assess the economic, social and

environmental costs and benefits as well as how those costs and benefits are likely to be distributed.



Quantify the benefits and costs of your policy proposal on businesses, community organisations and
individuals to a level of detail commensurate with the impact of the policy proposal.






Identify and assess the cost of offsetting deregulatory measures.
Assess the costs and benefits of all proposed options.
Analyse qualitative impacts as well as quantitative impacts.
Provide information on applicable international standards and whether the policy proposal differs from or
adopts those standards.

5. Who will you consult about these options and how will you consult them?
 Explain the purpose and objectives of consultation.
 Outline a plan for conducting consultation.
 Explain who should be consulted—and who does not need to be consulted.
 Outline a strategy for the most efficient and meaningful consultation.
 Summarise the major topics to be covered and what issues might be raised.

Targeted
Consultation



When an affected group of
stakeholders is in a small or
well defined geographic area
or business sector.
When consultation should be
contained so that effort is not
wasted involving unaffected
parties.



Face-to-face meetings, telephone calls or doorknocking of affected people.





Other direct communications to affected entities.



If consultation identifies a policy option not previously
considered, revisit analysis.

Small scale social media activities.
Direct public engagement of peak bodies or other
representative groups.

6. What is the best option from those you have considered?
 Describe what you learned from consultation.
 Indicate which of the identified options you are leaning towards.
 Explain the decision-making process and clearly outline any.
 caveats or qualifications.
 assumptions.
 unresolved issues.
 weightings applied to evidence or arguments.
7. How will you implement and evaluate your chosen option?.
 Discuss any implementation challenges you may face in this policy proposal.
 Assess the implementation risks: their likelihood, consequences and management.
 Outline transitional arrangements in moving from one policy to another.
 Describe how the performance of your policy will be evaluated against its objectives, during and after
implementation.
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8. What is the viability of scheme specific recommendations?
 Assess and discuss scheme viability, including, but not limited to the following:
 NTCRS
 Assess viability of adding retailers as a liable party to NTCRS.
 Assess viability of expanding scope to include loose rechargeable batteries under 5kgs and new
products that contain batteries, e.g. toys, power-tools etc.
Assess viability of existing collection channels.
Assess options for ensuring liable parties are not required to join more than one scheme / obtain
recognition for collections under other schemes
ACCC
 Assess viability of including private right of action in ACCC authorisation.
 Assess potential for phased approach or adding new battery categories to scope in response to
evolving needs.





9. What is the impact of scope of the success of the scheme?
 Discuss the potential for limited scope to adapt to the rapidly evolving market for batteries and the impact
this may have on this policy proposal.






Discuss the potential for limited scope to undermine the success of the program.
Identify the potential for contamination and related safety issues.
Assess the scale of free riding that could arise due to the scope of the scheme.
Assess the likely consumer adherence to the scope given other factors.
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APPENDIX 1. CORE PRINCIPLES ESTABLISHED BY IWG
Extract from the presentation on the financial options study.
Purpose of the Industry
Working Group (IWG)

To develop a voluntary program for rechargeable batteries.

Key issues to address in designing a stewardship scheme for batteries





Risk and scale of contamination
Consumer understanding
Evaluating potential for free riding
Industry/stakeholder engagement

Program Development





Governance
Financial Options
Implementation Plan
Communication Plan

Recycling Program Principles
Scope



It will accept all rechargeable batteries weighing less than 5kg, including all four chemistries, but does not
include automotive, button cell or coin, batteries, or batteries that are permanently attached to the product
and not easily removed by the customer (i.e. ‘embedded batteries’).

Who would run it?



It would be run by an existing organisation that provides product stewardship services or an industry
association.

Cost sharing



The costs of the program would be shared equitably amongst industry members (i.e. brand owners/importers,
brand owners for products containing batteries, retailers that sell own-brand batteries, or products or
products containing batteries) and that funding for free-riders would be shared with consumers and/or
government.

What activities will the program fund?



Collection and processing of batteries, program administration and consumer education.

Accessibility



Collection points would be convenient and accessible to consumers and operate nationally.

Standards



Collection and recycling would be to the highest environmental, health and safety standards and optimise
resource recovery where viable, and the program over the long term has a net environmental benefit.

Program Variables
Battery types collected



Different types could be phased in over time as collection channels are developed or all at once.

Collection Rates and volumes



Need to be realistic, gradual increase over time as channels grow.
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